
Zermatt to Grindelwald – May 20th
May 20th saw us move from Zermatt to Grindelwald – Jungfraujoch and Eiger country.

About 07:30, from the hotel in Zermatt, some of us walked down to the train station while others 

took the small electric taxis. Our bags came down by electric cart.

From Zermatt the Matterhorn was etched in brilliant sunshine as a farewell salute.

As explained before, cars and coaches are not allowed into Zermatt. So we departed on the 08:00 

Pendelzug (shuttle train) to Taesch where the coach was parked.

Boarding the regular cog railway, we started the long descent into the Rhone Valley. The stands of 

grape vines increased the lower we got.

Once into the valley proper, we were headed for Montreux, where the Rhone, only about 50 to 75 

yards wide, empties into Lac Leman. Here and there we saw castles from medieval times set up to 

guard strategic stretches.

As we entered Montreux we saw the famous Chateau Chillon on the bank of the lake, the parking lot 

of which was jammed with tourist coaches. Montreux is where Shania Twain has established a 

residence.

Our aim was to catch the MOB train, known as the Panoramic, which followed a route first set out in 

1905 to support the first electric narrow gauge (one metre) in Europe. The tracks were upgraded to 

create the Golden Route in 1931, but of course the Depression messed things up.

As we climbed out of Montreux we saw one field absolutely covered in narcissus. I got the photo.

The route took us into the valley, Chateau d’Oex to Gstaad, that I had skied in the winters of 

1979/80 and 1980/81. Those were happier days.  BTW, David Niven lived near Gstaad and died in 

Chateau d’Oex.

By 11:20 we were in the Bernerhof restaurant in Gstaad right beside the train station. We had a 

splendid meal of vegetable soup, pork roast with potatoes gratin and vegetables and finished with 

caramelized pineapple slice and ice cream. You will notice how much this is helping my diet.

After lunch we had half an hour to wander. The old Gstaad that I knew has gone. The old road 

running through the town has been turned into an upscale pedestrian marketing street.

We had met up with our coach and departed at 15:10 heading for Grindelwald, skirting the 

Interlaken area.

We twisted and turned in rustic valleys. We learned that only 4% of the Swiss are now involved in 

agriculture. There are only two million acres in production, and much of that is used as pasture. 

Only one third of the farms, those in fertile flatlands, produce crops.

We saw a lot of milk cows, goats and sheep. There were lots of wooden farm buildings, which are 

huge.

The Alpine pastures were full of brightly coloured wildflowers.



My time in a tank turret has been paying dividends. You don’t have much space in a train or coach 

seat and I have been juggling a GPS, two cameras, a map and writing blog notes. My Tilley hat 

makes a good office to store a pen and my notes.

By 16:15 we had run out of luck and the sprinkles on the coach windows made photography difficult. 

I tried to get the odd shot between rain drops.

We got to the significant fork that I remembered from other ski trips. Right takes you to 

Lauterbrunnen and left takes you to Grindelwald. Note: In happier times I have also taken the cog 

railway from Lauterbrunnen, to Kleine Scheidegg to Grindelwald.

As we approached Grindelwald, we were told that the white water stream had claimed the lives of 20 

Australians in a tragic rafting trip five years ago.

We got to the Sweizerhof Grindelwald about 17:00 hrs.

I did my cavalry thing and immediately put my T-shirt, underwear and socks into the sink. It is the 

only way to pack light and stay clean. Once the laundry was wrung out, towelled and racked I started 

transcribing my blog notes.

A magnificent dinner from 19:30 to 21:30 interrupted the flow. I am now finishing off by relating the 

dinner menu of the best meal we have had to date. The starter was “Vitello tonnato”, thin cut roast 

veal with tuna sauce and capers. I skipped the soup and salad courses. The main was roast lamb filet 

with rosemary sauce, duchess potatoes and ratatouille. Dessert was a sinful chocolate peppermint 

ice soufflé with honeycomb wafer and fresh strawberries.

At the end of this corset-popping meal we got our marching orders for the assault on the 

Jungfraujoch on May 21st.
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